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NOTE ON COUNTEREXAMPLES
IN STRONG UNIQUE CONTINUATION PROBLEMS

THOMAS H. WOLFF

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. There are smooth functions on Kd vanishing to infinite order at

a point and satisfying the differential inequality \Au\ < V\u\ with V e weak

Ld'2 , and with  V € Lx  if d = 2 .

INTRODUCTION

A differential equation or inequality has the strong unique continuation prop-

erty (SUCP) if every C°° solution vanishing to infinite order at a point vanishes

identically. Jerison and Kenig [5] proved that in Rd with d > 3,  V e lJc
implies

(1) |Ak|<K|w|

has the strong unique continuation property. The exponent d/2 is sharp (u =

exp(-|x|_£)), but the Ldl2 condition can be replaced with certain other condi-

tions having the same scale [2, 8]. We're concerned here with a result of Stein

[8] that (1) has the SUCP if V is weak Ld¿2 with small norm, i.e. if

sup limsup/li'/2|{*: \x - a\ < e and V(x) > k}\

is sufficiently small. We will show that in this result of Stein, the "sufficiently

small" condition is needed.

Theorem 1. For d > 3 there is u: M.d —► M, smooth and not identically zero,

and vanishing to infinite order at the origin, such that \Au\ < V\u\ with V e
weak Ldl2, i.e.

supAd/2|{xGRi/: V(x) > X}\ <oo.
A>0

It turns out that the R2 version of the same construction disproves the R2

analogue of the Jerison and Kenig result.
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Theorem 2. There is u : R2 —» R smooth and not identically zero, vanishing to

infinite order at the origin and such that \Au\ < V\u\ with V e Lx .

Remarks. (1) The examples have to be a bit more complicated than e~^ * ;

e.g., it can be shown that |A«| < K|w| has the SUCP if V is weak Ldl2 and
radial.

(2) There are some other open questions about the Laplacian and the SUCP,

e.g., whether the SUCP holds for |Aw| < V\u\ with "Kato-class" potentials V

(see e.g. [2]) and whether it holds for |Am| < V\Vu\ with V e Ld (see [1, 6]).

Our construction does not answer those questions. See the remark at the end

of the paper.

Proof of the theorems

Let eel'' be a fixed unit vector and let Y(x) = \x - el"^-2' if d > 3,

Y(x) = log t~í if d — 2 . Let p„_i be the degree n - 1 Taylor polynomial of

T at the origin and let f„ =Y - p„_i .
Note that the functions /„ already "explain" the difference between small

and large weak Ldl2 norms. Let /„ be obtained from f„ by smoothing off on

a disc D of radius £ < j¡ centered at e. Then fn has the following properties:

(i)   Jn=cf(\x\»-X) at oc ;

(ii)   f^cf(\x\n) at 0;

(iii)   AfneC¡j°(Rd/{0}).

Moreover, Afn/f„ is essentially e~2 on D and zero otherwise, and therefore

belongs to Ld¡2 with norm independent of n ; on the other hand, the Carleman

inequality of Stein [8] implies a lower bound on the weak Ldl2 norm of any

function satisfying (i)-(iii).

Going back to the proof, we have the following "gluing lemma."

Lemma. Suppose n e Z+, e > 0. If r is large enough and s > 0 is small

enough, then there is a smooth function g = grn\: Rd/{re, se} —» R such that

g(x) = rnfn(r~xx) when\x\>2,

g(x) = -snfn+i(s-\x)    when \x\<j,

IAgi < e\g\ when \ < \x\ < 2.

Moreover g satisfies the following estimates when \a\ < n , (1 - j¡~j)s <\x\<

|2).,|< / C~W"M > '/lf-«l>7¿5
8]-\cas"-W\f-e\-«-2+W\    if\&-e\<JLI.

Here we replace \f-e\^d-2+^ by log(l/|f-e|) ifd-2 = \a\ = 0.

Proof. Let Zk be the term of homogeneity k in the expansion of Y at zero.

A standard estimate (e.g. [9], p. 167, Equation 7.33.6) is then that |Z/¿(.x)| <

Ckd~3\x\k , and considering Zk as a harmonic function on a ball of radius ^ ,

it follows that \D"Zk(x)\ < Cnkd-3+^\x\k-^ . The expansion of rnfn(r~xx)

at zero is

(2) £r"-*Zfc(jc).
k>n
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Choosing r large, we can make rnf„(r~xx)-Z„(x) and its first four derivatives

arbitrarily small on ^ < |x| < 4. Also

n

(3) -s"fn+x(s-xx) = -sn\s-xx-e\-(d-V + Ysn~kzk(x)-

fc=0

If 5 is small, -snfn+i(s~lx) - Zn(x), and its first four derivatives will be small

when \ < \x\ < 4. Now let ¥ be C°°, with ¥ = 1 when |x| < \, *¥ = 0
when \x\ > 2, and

g(x) = rnfn(r~xx) + V(x)(-snf„+i (s'xx) - rnfn(r~xx)).

Then g satisfies the first two requirements of the lemma and is C4 close to

Z„ on | < \x\ < 4. Since Zn(-fc) is a solution of a second order ODE, we

know that VZ„ vanishes only at zero. So we have a lower bound on \Vg\ for

\ < \x\ < 4, provided that r, s~x are large. Let M be the zero set of g and

S(x) = dist(x, M). For suitable po, S is smooth on {x: S(x) < po} (tubular

neighborhood theorem) with bounds on its derivatives, and this is uniform in

r, s as r, s~x -> oo. Let x- -R -* R be smooth with #(f) = 1 when |r| < |p0,

X(t) = 0 when |r| < po , and let

g-g- ^2X°àAg.

If we differentiate g by the product rule, we obtain

Ag =Ug-A (yA x o ÔAg) - 2V (i¿2) • V(x o Mg) - \ô2A(x o ¿Ag).

Since A(\ô2) = 1 on M, it is clear that all three terms are

(4) <CÔ\\Ag\\a,

with C independent of r and 5. On the other hand, since |Vg| is bounded

away from zero and |VVg| is bounded, we know that \g\ > C~XS when i <

\x\ <4. So

(5) IglyC-'ô-^WAgW^xoSÔ2.

Since Z„ is harmonic, we make ||Ag||C2 arbitrarily small by taking r,s~l

large. Then (5) implies \g\ > \C~xô when \ < \x\ < 4, so (4) becomes

\Ag\<C\\Ag\\cAg\<e\g\.

When 5 < |x| < 2, the last statement of the lemma follows from the

construction—all that is being claimed is that the derivative bounds are indepen-

dent of r and i as r,r'->oo. When |x| > 2 or |x| < \ , the last statement

follows from (2) or (3) respectively, using \DnZk\ < Cakd~3+^\x\k-^ .   a

We now smooth off the singularity of g™e at se. The estimate \Zk\ <

Ckd~3\x\k implies that |/„(x)| > i|x - e|-(rf-2»(ilog^ if d = 2 ), pro-

vided that (n + l)\x - e\ is less than a suitable constant b < I . Moreover, for

p < ^-r the variation of f„ on the set {x: \p < \x - e| < p} is < Cp2~d for

all d (i.e.   < C when d = 2 ; this follows since |VZ*| < C|x|* ). Let T be
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smooth with 0 < a < 1 and ^(x) = 1 when |x - e| < \, *P(x) = 0 when

|x - e| > 1. For p < -^ choose a point xo with \¿f — e| = p and define

&,W = grs£(x) + V (p"1 (j -e)) (g£(xo) - g£(x)) ;

if d = 2, use log i instead of p-(d~2). Then C-xs"p-(-d-2) < \g£p\ <

Csnp-(d-2) for || _e| < p if of > 3; and c~xsnlogp- < \grn\p\ < Csnlog^ for

|| — e| < p if d = 2. Using the lemma, the remark about the variation of fn+x

and the product rule, if |a| > 1 and 1f - e| < p, then

\Dagnep\ < Ca5"-|Qlp-(d-2+|a|).

This implies in particular that for | j - e| < p,

(6) \AgZp\ < C(ps)-2\gZp\   ifd>3,

(7) |A^|<C(pS)-2(logi)     \g£p\   ifd = 2.

Moreover, the previous bound and the lemma give

(8) \Dagrnsep\ < Anap\x\n-M

for |a|>0, (l-^)s<|x|<(l-^)r.

Now suppose {pnjf is any sequence with p¡ < -M^ . Let rx = 1 and define

u(x) for |x| > 2 by u(x) = -fx(x), smoothed off slightly when |x - e| < px ,

so as to be C°° . For j > 2 we will define recursively numbers nj and rj with

r¡ < r\j < r,_i and the values of the function u on the set E¡ = {x: (1—j+r)rJ -

\x\ < (1- j)fj-\} ■ Namely, if this has been done for j < n, then make nn+x/rn

and rn+x/nn+x small enough that a function grnn2_"+>r"+'','"+' as in the lemma

exists, and so that (with Anap as in (8))

¿n+lapH+2(rl ■ • • rn)~ Cm"  < 2~"

for |a| < |. Then define u on En+X by

(9) u(x) = Cn+xg[iX\Tl,,n+X^-lxx),

where the constant Cn+X is chosen to make the definition consistent when |x| =

(i - s£r)r» • This works out to °2 = -* and c»+'(^7)" = -c»(V"~l ; Le"

C„+1 = (-l)"(rx ■ ■ ■ r„)~xn^+l . There are two conditions to check.

(i) u vanishes to infinite order at zero.

Substituting the value of Cn into (9) and using (8), on En+X

\Dau\<AnaPn+l(rx---rn)-x\x\n-a<AnaPn+t(rx-.-rn_x)-xrnn-M-1 <2^n-X)

for |a| < f , by choice of rn . Statement (i) follows.

(ii) If {p„} are chosen appropriately, then  ^ g weakL^/2 if d > 3 and

^eLx if d = 2.

Au vanishes except on (Jn(Bn u D„) where B„ = {x: \nn < \x\ < 2n„}
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and Dn = {x: \f - e\ < pn}. We have |Ag£|_„| < 2~n\g™2_n\, and therefore

|Aw| < Cn-22-"\u\ on Bn .
So

d/2

00.L(f) <-^-"2<
If d > 3 we simply take p„ = ^-¡- • Let E(X) be the distribution function

of ^ \\JnDn. Dn is a disc of radius -±-rn and |Am| < C(-^rn)~2\u\ there

by (6). So

E(X)<c     Y     (^TT^)'-0"^2'

C(^r^)-2>A

since the rn are decreasing at least geometrically.

If d = 2 we choose p„ so that ¿(k^zO-1 < oo . Then by (7),

/        T7  <C^(p„r-n)2(p„r„)-2log—<oo.    D
J[JB„     u Pn

Remark. The reason it was possible to do such a simple construction is that

the Carleman inequalities, which would prove the opposite of Theorems 1 and

2, fail for a very simple reason: the relevant Sobolev inequalities are already

false. For example, in E2, convolution with Y does not map Lx to L°° .

This fact allowed us to do our construction very close to the diagonal (where

\x - rne\ < -z^\-rn ) and avoid considering cancellations. In the problems men-

tioned in Remark (2) of the Introduction, the Carleman inequalities fail for a

different reason, discovered by Jerison [4] (see also [1]), and concerning what

happens in the region \x — y\ ~ ^ where the relevant kernels have oscillatory

behavior. See e.g. [7] and [10] for various constructions of kernels.
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